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The algorithm has been developed and improved for about 8 years. First, by trial and error, she removed the miasm 
from herself and her relatives, then using the ART + method, she diagnosed and successfully treated more than 1000 
patients.

The theoretical substantiation of the algorithm and statistical data on the work performed are consistently 
reflected in the materials of previous conferences.

The main control criteria, indicators, expected results and recommended drugs for each stage are shown in 
table. one.

The addresses of pointers in the IMEDIS medication selector are also given.
I am convinced that a doctor, when working with a patient according to this algorithm, should be 3-4 steps higher 

than him, so he must first go through this recovery path himself.
To restore the harmony of a person in the Universe, it is necessary to help the body detect and remove the miasm 

(fragments of a foreign protein in the DNA), wait for the proteins created according to the old DNA matrix to come out 
and get healthy proteins created according to the renewed matrix (without the miasmatic tail). It takes a lot of time: up to 
7 months in children under one year old and about 10 months in adults.

The following patient management program is proposed. At the first stages (preparation and therapy of miasms, 
therapy of mycoses), the intercellular space, the affected organs, the cytoplasm and the cell nucleus are drained, toxins 
and free radicals are removed, the replication of normal proteins is restored. That is, therapy is carried out at the 
biophysical level.

Then, on a solid foundation, psychosocial adaptation is restored (a healthy karmic space is formed and the 
energy cysts remaining from toxins in the karmic body are filled with positive programs).

The final stage of therapy is also carried out sequentially, taking into account the indicators of the GC and TSS of 
organs, meridians, chromosomes on a 4-level coordinate system. It is aimed at regulating the subtle mechanisms of the 
spiritual plane. This is the elimination of "scars" at the level of energy shells, expansion of the patient's protective field and 
"polishing" of it, removal of sensitivity to all negative influences (expansion of the frequency corridor), elimination of head 
foci according to L.B. Makhonkina, harmonization of the YIN-YANG personality, then the removal of vegetative burden 
and an increase in the patient's force field.

Working at the biophysical level

1 reception

First, we determine the initial state of a person according to tests, which we will further use as control criteria 
for all subsequent receptions. To date, I consider the most relevant to use the following criteria:

1. Amplifier Epiphysis in arbitrary units (I take into account the highest one, during testing of which it was not
the measuring level decreases).

2. The worst BI indicator (I test from 21 and below), I immediately determine the optimal therapy step for this
criterion through Cu met. D400.

3. The worst PI indicator (I test from 22 and below), also with an optimal step.
4. The lowest TSS (connective tissue resonance scale) - I test from 0 and above, also with

optimal step (direction of recovery - from low potencies of the CT scale to high).
5. Determine the SHS ("State" scale) - I test with I-1 and higher, also with the optimal step.
6. Mentally I determine the size of the ZP (protective field) with the optimal step for its deployment (questions

I ask - "up to 1 meter", "up to 1.5 m", etc.)
7. I determine the extreme indicators for morphoscales - HL and AF. At all four diagnostic levels,

device VRT +, I take into account only the worst indicator of HL or AF. At each diagnostic level, through Ph D32, I identify 
the most affected organs, their correspondence to morphoscales and TSS. By the end of this diagnosis, the patient's 
"medical history", the primary organ (at the 4th level), the organs of investigation (at the 3rd-2nd levels), the target organ 
(at the 1st level) are clearly defined. The patient's complaints are usually associated with the target organ, and it is very 
convenient to tell him the history of the disease according to the Schimmel causal chains and the Wu-sin cycle. It is not 
necessary that the organ that brought the patient for help will sound. But the complaints will clearly correspond to the 
affected meridian.

Next, I select the first stage therapy. I 
build a chain.
Epiphysis (the highest, which does not allow the arrow to fall) + Ferrum met. D60 ↓ + a pointer to the problem (going 

through the minimum test set in 1 window of the VRT program) ↑ + organopreparation (2 window of the VRT program) ↓ + 
medication (I determine mentally from the general list of medications) ↑ ...

Using this chain, I select the dose, the method of preparation of the drug, the dosage regimen for the day and for the 
optimal hours. I believe that in this way it is possible to determine the main problem of a person at a given moment in time 
without focusing on complaints. After completing this scheme, there is usually an improvement in those complaints that brought 
the patient to an appointment - checked on a large number of observations.
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Having picked up the drug, I check it according to the optimal step of therapy. I check as follows. I put in the 
selector:
The pineal gland (↓ does not) + the drug (in this case, it also does not cause a decrease in the measuring level, i.e. it 

is not directly tested).
For these drugs, I determine the control criteria (see above) - BI, FI, ST, ShS, ZP. If they all reach the optimum, 

the therapy is selected correctly. I double-check the morphoscales - what indicators will we get with the selected 
drug (for greater confidence in the correctness of the selected therapy). At the first stage, the destructive process 
stops at the 1st diagnostic level. I write out a specific schedule for the patient by day, hour of admission and make 
the next appointment.

2 reception

First, I determine the initial state of the patient at the moment. I define all the control criteria (Epiphysis, BI, 
FI, ST, ShS, ZP) with the optimal step of therapy. I carry out diagnostics on morphoscales at the moment from both 
sides.

I select therapy through Ferrum met. D60 (most often at the first level), i.e. where is the key problem. The 
chain looks like this:

Epiphysis (↓ does not give) + Ferrum D60 ↓ + problem (min.test set) ↑ + OP ↓ + medication ↑. I select the dose 
and the regimen for taking the drug (see above). I double-check what indicators the patient reaches with the 
selected drug according to all control criteria. If it’s optimal, I’ll draw up a scheme and schedule the next meeting. 
At the second admission, the destructive process usually stops at the 2nd diagnostic level.

3 reception

At this point, it is most often already possible to work with miasms.
First, I determine, as always, the initial state of the patient at a given time according to all control criteria with 

the optimal step of therapy, I carry out diagnostics using morphoscales.
I select therapy through Ferrum met. D60. At what diagnostic level there will be a decrease in the measuring level, at that 

level is the continuous work on the selection of therapy. I take the chains at the appropriate level according to the questionnaire 
from the “Methodological recommendations on ART +”, pp. 8-9.

When working with miasms, there are many options for selecting therapy. I will cite the most common cases.

3 reception. First option
The initial state looks like this:
Epiphysis 4 cu BI 3, optimal step 3. (i.e. at the moment it is impossible to improve this indicator further); FI - 1, 
optimal step - 1;
ST - 25, optimal step - 38; SHS - 
I-3, optimal step - II-3; ZP - 2.5, 
the optimal step is 3 m;
HL and AF - 31/19 - 31/19 - 31/19 - 31/19.
I select therapy through Ferrum met. D60. When testing this indicator at 1-2-3 levels, there is no decrease in 

the measuring level. The pointer is tested only at level 4, i.e. not everything is good in the body (after all, there are 
degenerative and inflammatory changes), but the key to this condition is at the 4th diagnostic level.

I select the therapy at the 4th level. The chain looks like this:Epiphysis 4 cu + Ferrum D60 ↓ + indication of a 
dominant miasm (Schimmel test set) ↑ + rubella D60 (what a miasm) ↓ + intox 3 (hit it off) ↑ + medication ↓.

Most often, “special” is tested. preparation Vipera D2000 ". Determine a single dose and how to write it down. I am 
preparing the drug. Usually a single dose is needed because this drug works in the body for up to 1.5–2 months 
(calculated empirically and on a large number of patients).

Next, you need to check where the key problem goes from level 4 - you need to trace the miasms to complete 
exit from the cell. I proceed as follows. When testingEpiphysis 4 cu + (Ferrum met D60 + Vipera D
2000) the measuring level does not drop. I check all diagnostic levels with these pointers. Most often, the decrease 
in the measuring level when testing these pointers occurs at the 1st level. I conclude that this drug will "clear" the 
entire inner space of the cell, but will bring the problem to the 1st level. Since the first level is the sensitive nerve 
roots, i.e. exacerbation reaction, you cannot just leave the situation. I select drainage for this chain at the 1st 
diagnostic level (see above). Most often I do it mentally, with the selection, as always, of the dose and the scheme 
for receiving the drainage. At this stage of the work, I usually add 3 days to the drug intake regimen, in case the 
patient has interruptions in receiving drainage. Viruses in DNA are alive, it is better to "overwhelm" than "not to 
finish". I explain to the patient that this is the most crucial stage for him.

I double-check all the control criteria with the selected drugs. If everything goes to the optimum, I write down 
the drugs in the selector. And I double-check with the prepared preparations of morphoscale. Most often they 
become 25-25-25-25 both.

With the drugs already selected, you can plan your next appointment. I ask mentally (since the next planned 
work has already been decided - antifungal therapy) - is it possible to work with fungi at the next appointment. 
Most often - no, usually a break of 2-4 months is needed. Rarely, but it happens that at the 4th reception it is 
already possible to work with fungi. Then I decide - how best to remove the fungus for a particular patient - RFT or
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the finished drug, since the time required for the appointment is different (RFT - the session usually takes 2.5 hours together with the 
diagnostic stage, and the selection of the finished drug takes no more than 50-60 minutes - this is taking into account the fact that you still 
need to explain the clinical manifestations to the patient) ... If it is impossible to work with the fungus right away, then most often I write 
down the OBRP (session 40–45 minutes). This approach enables the doctor to clearly plan his working hours.

3 reception. Second option.
The initial state looks the same (see above).
I select therapy through Ferrum met. D60. At levels 1-2-3, there are no key problems. At level 4, there are two 

key issues: stress and miasm. I am expanding both issues separately.
First problem. The chain is built like this:
Epiphysis 4 cu + Ferrum met D60 ↓ + stress load level 5 ↑ + spinal cord ↓ + medication ↑.
The drug is usually selected from a series of psychological drugs - Flowerplex by Guna, psychosocial loads by 

Medpharma, Bach Flowers, etc. For the entire chain, I select the preparation method and the regimen for taking the drug 
(see above). I am preparing the drug.

Second problem. The chain is built like this:
Epiphysis 4 cu + Ferrum met D60 ↓ + dominant miasm ↑ + which miasm (e.g. CMV D60) ↓ + intox 3 ↑ + 

medication ↓.
In such a situation, Vipera D2000, single dose is usually suitable. For the entire chain, I determine the preparation 

method and the dose of the drug.
Then I double-check which drug brings the key problem where. I do it like this. In the selector I leave 

Epiphysis 4 cu. + Ferrum D60, I put one dose of a psychological drug on the plate and see where the key problem 
goes. Such a picture is more often obtained. At levels 1-2-3, when testing Ferrum D60, the measurement level 
decreases, at level 4 it does not. I conclude that if you work only with a psychological drug, the problem is pulled 
out from level 4 (good), but "smeared" over all the rest (bad). This option does not suit.

Checking the second drug. In the selector I leave Epiphysis 4 cu + Ferrum D60 ↓, put the selected dose of 
Vipera D2000 on the plate. I see where the key problem goes. This is more often the case. At 1-2 levels, when 
testing Ferrum D60, the measuring level decreases, by 3-4 not. I conclude that if you work only with miasm, the 
problem is pulled out from 3-4 levels (good), but "smeared" at 1-2 levels (bad). This option does not suit either.

Then I test how both drugs will work together. In the selector I leave Epiphysis 4 cu. + Ferrum D60, I put one 
dose of a psychological drug and a selected dose of Vipera D2000 on the plate. I see where the key problem goes. 
Usually, in this version of Ferrum ↓ testing, there is no decrease in the measuring level at all diagnostic levels of 
ART +. I conclude that the problems of this patient can be solved only by taking two selected drugs in parallel. A 
single dose of Vipera, which works in the body for about 1.5–2 months, and a psychological drug is prescribed as 
drainage, which is taken by the patient according to the scheme worked out above.

Then, with the already selected therapy, i.e. I leave the preparations on the plate, check all the control criteria (see 
above). If they reach the optimum, the therapy is selected correctly. I measure with drugs and morphoscales. Usually they 
go to the figure of 25-25-25-25 both.

I determine what we will do at the next appointment (see above), I write out the drainage intake scheme for the patient. I give Vipera 
D2000 immediately at the reception. I'm making my next appointment.

3 reception. The third option
The initial state looks the same (see above).
I select the therapy through Ferrum met. D60. At levels 1-2 and 4, ↓ does not. At level 3, it gives ↓. I build the 

chain at level 3 as follows:Epiphysis 4 cu + Ferrum D60 ↓ + PH Chernobyl precipitation D200 ↑ + brachial plexus ↓ + 
Intox 3 ↑ + medication ↓.

In this version, the drug is most often selected from psychological ones. I work out the scheme and dose in the same 
way as indicated above. Then I recheck all levels through Ferrum met D60, control criteria and morphoscales (see above). 
Most often, in this version, we manage with one drug. I determine what we will do at the next appointment, schedule the 
dosage regimen (+3 days) and make the next appointment.

3 reception. Fourth option
The initial state looks the same (see above).
I select therapy through Ferrum met. D60. At level 1 during testing, the measurement level decreases, at 

levels 2-3-4 - no. I build the chain at the first level as follows:
Epiphysis 4 cu + Ferrum D60 ↓ + stress load 5 lv. ↑ + brachial plexus ↓ + intox 3 ↑ + medication ↓.
In this version, too, we most often work with psychological drugs. I select the dose and regimen of the drug. I 

first check all the levels with the drug through Ferrum meth. Then - control criteria and morphoscales. I am 
deciding on the further tactics of therapy, I make the next appointment.

4 reception

At this method, we determine whether it was possible to remove the program for self-destruction from the DNA.
First, we determine the initial state of the patient at a given time according to all control criteria with an 

optimal therapy step. I define morphoscales at all four levels.
Usually the picture looks like this:
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Epiphysis - 5 USD BI - 3, optimal - 3; FI - 
1, optimal - 1;
ST - 38, optimal - 40; ShS - II-3, 
optimal - III-1; Salary - 3, 
optimal - 3.5; Morphoscales 
25-25-25-25 both.
I will interpret these indicators as follows. Removed the DNA self-destruct program. The body needs a 

"reboot", i.e. the new program should start working. It takes time for all structures of the body to be replaced 
according to the new matrix. And until “new, correct” proteins appear in the body, it will not be possible to 
intensively move forward along the path of recovery.

When tested through Ferrum met. D60, the body “does not see” the key problem. But this does not mean that 
everything is good in him. There are also bacteria and fungi and some toxins. But as immunoglobulins are restored, the 
"correct" enzymes and hormones appear, the body can solve some of the problems on its own. We need to give him that 
opportunity.

In this case, mentally I ask when he will be ready for the next planned work - antifungal therapy. A break of 
2-4 months is usually needed. If we remove the main fungus right away, when the immune system has not yet 
started working in full force, we will only make the patient worse. Since there are a lot of fungal and other 
pathogens around, and immunity is reduced, a person remains open to new infections. It would be better to have 
the "old" pathogen familiar to him than to recruit new ones. The rationale for this therapy and the necessary break 
is in the report "Therapy of deep mycoses" (2005)

Further, mentally I ask - how can I support the patient during this period. Usually I do an OBRP, mentally ask 
the BRT mode that is optimal for a given patient. Most often, I conduct therapy according to 2 strategies, in 
automatic mode, circular, sequentially, along the golden ratio. The timing of the BRT and the recording of the drug 
is determined mentally. Determine whether it is necessary to use color frequencies during BRT (if "yes", then which 
one). Is it possible to use a matrix during BRT (if "yes", then which one and through which cup to load). I am 
mentally practicing the regimen of receiving the OBRP in a maintenance dose. The rationale for this session is in 
the report "Experience with the device" MINI-EXPERT-DT "(2005).

I carry out the BRT, write down the drug OBRP. I recommend when to sign up for a scheduled antifungal session (it 
will take 2.5 hours in time).

Sometimes it happens that antifungal therapy is not needed. As the immune system recovers, the body itself 
can cope with the fungal colony. This happens more often in childhood, because in children, the "main" fungus has 
not yet caused very extensive tissue damage. In this case, I determine what next stage the patient will need. Since 
the sequence of problem solving has already emerged completely (see the table), mentally I ask what we will do in 
the next session (work with the karmic or atmic body) and when is it rational, i.e. with minimal clinical 
manifestations, initiate this therapy. Usually a break of 4 months.

5 reception

The rationale for this stage is in the report "Therapy of deep mycoses" (2005)
First, I determine the initial state of the patient at the moment according to the control criteria with the optimal 

therapy step.
For example, the following picture is 
obtained: Epiphysis - $ 4. BI - 3, optimal - 
1; FI - 1, optimal - 0;
ST - 40, optimal - 42; ShS - Sh-1, 
optimal - Sh-2; Salary - 3.5, 
optimal - 4; Morphoscales 
25-25-24-23 both.
I will interpret these indicators as follows. The pineal gland has decreased, but according to all other indicators, the 

situation is stable. In addition, there were reserves for further improvement of the patient's condition.
I select the therapy through Ferrum met. D60. The chain looks like this:
Epiphysis 4 cu + Ferrum met. D60 ↓ + fungi ↑ + OP ↓ (most often the area of   the brachial plexus).
Having identified the key problem, I mentally ask (with the chain typed in the selector) - how long has this fungus 

been in the body. Our subconscious mind "remembers" everything, if we ask it a question in a directed manner - it will 
answer everything that interests us. Most often, we work with a fungus that is in the body from the first year of life 
(invasion most often occurs at 4-7 months of age). And on this chain we ask - how best to remove this problem. More 
often (but not always!) I use resonance frequency therapy (RFT). It is represented by programs F, F with a point (in an 
autonomous module), P, E, N. UMT ("loop" or "belt") I place on the zone of localization of the fungal colony.

I mentally clarify the program number and in which mode to carry out - intensity, therapy time at each 
intensity. Most often, the therapy is carried out in several cycles (but in one session). The first cycle at an intensity 
of 100, time - 40-60 minutes (I ask mentally). The chain remains connected in the selector for the entire session. 
After the first cycle I test again, if the measurement level decreases, I ask again - what to do? Usually the same 
program is required, but with a decrease in intensity -
80, the time is usually 5 minutes. After the second cycle I test again - the third cycle is usually intensity 60, time
- 5 minutes. Testing again - the fourth cycle is usually intensity - 10, time - 10-20 minutes. I carry out the therapy 
until the arrow falls onto the chain dialed in the selector.

I interpret this approach as follows: the fungal colony is mature, it contains cells at different stages of development, i.e.
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different sizes. The higher the intensity, the larger the cells respond to RFT. At low intensity we act on small cells, 
i.e. which still grow and develop. If the therapy is not carried out at the same time, then some cells in the colony 
will not die, and after some time the entire colony will be restored. By time in minutes (conditionally) we determine 
the number of cells of a given size.

After the therapy, I again determine the patient's condition according to the control criteria. The main 
commandment of the doctor is “do no harm”. In my understanding, resonance frequency therapy, at least, should not 
worsen the patient's condition. After therapy, the indicators are often as follows:

Epiphysis - 5 USD BI - 3, optimal - 1; FI - 
1, optimal - 0;
ST - 42, optimal - 50; ShS - Sh-1, 
optimal - Sh-2; Salary - 4, 
optimal - 5;
Morphoscales 25-23-23-23 both.
I interpret these indicators as follows - some have improved, some have remained at the initial (before therapy) 

level. I am defining the key problem again. We need drainage to remove the "fragments" of the fungal colony.
The chain looks like this:
Epiphysis 5 cu + Ferrum met D60 ↓ + pointer to the problem ↑ + OP ↓ + medication ↑.
More often, an indication of a problem in this situation is tested for "indication of free radical intoxication", 

"indication of autoaggression", "indication of allergic inflammation." All of these pointers are in a minimal test set. 
According to the OP, it can be concluded that when the fungus was active, it most of all violated the function of this 
particular organ and those associated with it energetically.

I select the drug from the general list of medicines for the chain, mentally work out the dose and the 
regimen. If I select therapy through free radicals, drainages are more suitable. If I select the therapy through 
autoaggression or allergens, psychological drugs are more suitable (this is a working out of the mental body).

The subsequent steps can be done without interruption, sequentially.
I will indicate the chains for the selection of therapy at all subsequent stages. I select medicines according to the 

principles described above. Control criteria are shown in the table.

Work on a psycho-emotional level (Soul problems).
The rationale for this work in the report "General approaches to therapy" (20).

Working with karmic programs
The initial state of the patient according to the control criteria: 
Epiphysis - 5 c.u. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 50, optimal - 70; ShS - III-2, 
optimal - III-3; Salary - 5, 
optimal - 6;
Morphoscales 25-23-23-23 both. 
I select the therapy in a chain:
Epiphysis 5 cu + Ferrum met. D60 ↓ + indication of autoaggression ↑ + OP ↓ + medication ↑.
Having picked up the drug, I check it according to the control criteria. If it displays optimal performance, everything 

is correct. I paint the scheme, appoint the next technique.
The drugs most often used are psychosocial loads "Medpharma".

Working with karmic cavities
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 5 c.u. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 70, optimal - 80; ShS - Sh-3, 
optimal - Sh-4; Salary - 6, 
optimal - 7;
Morphoscales 25-23-23-23 both. I 
pick up the therapy on a chain.
Epiphysis 5 cu + Ferrum D60 ↓ + indication of bacterial burdens ↑ + OP ↓ + medication ↑.
Pointer to the problem at this stage are often "bacterial burdens", but there can be "viruses" and "fungi" and 

"microbial, parasitic loads". All of them are in the minimal test set in the "VRT pointers" window.

I do the rest of the work as usual - see above.
The drugs most often used are psychosocial loads "Medpharma".

Work with the atmic body.
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 5 cu .. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 80, optimal - 86;
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SHS - Ш-4, optimal - IV-1; Salary 
- 7, optimal - 8;
Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. 
I select the therapy on a chain:
Epiphysis 5 cu + Argentum nitr. C52 ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
At all subsequent stages of therapy through Ferrum meth. D60 cannot be matched - tested on a large 

number of patients.
Index Argentum nitr. C52, is located in the window "Indexes of ART", reserves of adaptation, "recovery and 

accumulation without solving psychological problems."
I do the rest of the work as usual.
The most commonly used drugs are aromatherapy, stones, SDA, herbal preparations, Flowerplex Guna, 

Rostok, Gomeopharm.

Magnetic center installation work
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 7 c.u. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 86, optimal - 90; SHS - IV-1, 
optimal - IV-4; Salary - 8, 
optimal - 9;
Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. I select the therapy through a chain:Epiphysis 7 cu + Meridian (or Hypothalamus 
D800) ↓ + OP ↑ + medication

↓.
I interpret the Meridian pointer as follows: the circulation of energy along a particular meridian is disrupted. This 

violation existed before, but the body "did not see" it, because a "shadow" was falling from the atmic window. From the 
organopreparation we see which organ system or organ is most affected by this disorder.

Index Hypothalamus D800 - “in the shadow” of the atmic window there were psychological problems - a violation between 
the psyche, the endocrine system and the outside world.

I select a drug. I do the rest of the work as usual (see above).
The most commonly used drugs are nosodes (in inversion), psychological drugs - Flowerplex Guna, Rostok, 

Gomeopharm, Biogroup.

Substantiation of the next stages in the report "Further restoration and balancing of human energy integrity 
using the capabilities of ART" (2008).

Working with the Constitutional Delusion Test
At the reception, I first determine the initial state of the patient at a given point in time according to the control 
criteria.
For example, the following picture is obtained: 
Epiphysis - $ 7. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 90, optimal - 100; SHS - 
IV-4, optimal - V-1; Salary - 9, 
optimal - 12.5; Morphoscales 
23-23-23-23 both. I select the 
therapy on a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + Delusion (1 window of CDT) ↓ + OP (2 window of CDT) ↑ + medication ↓.
I select a pointer to the problem from the "KDT: Delusions" window. I mentally go through the folders with pointers. 

For example, pointers from the folder "Conquering, the struggle for their own dignity" are tested. In this folder, I also 
mentally go through all the drugs at which the measurement level decreases - in this folder I go through all the potencies. 
More often a decrease in the measuring level occurs when testing a potency of 1000.

I explain to the patient what situations he distinguishes from the surrounding world (it is best to give a description 
of the drug according to Shankaran). Next, I determine the target organ by the organopreparation (mentally I go through 
all the folders from "KDT: Localization"), i.e. it is this organ or meridian, on which it is located, that gives the most 
manifestations in the corresponding psychological situation. For this chain, I select a drug from the general list of 
medicines (see above).

The most commonly used drugs are “Rostok”, “Rubimed”, Flowerplex “Guna”, “Biogroup”, “Medpharma” - flowers, 
flower essences, “Homeopharm”.

Work at the Spiritual level.

Working with Vipera D400.
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 7 c.u. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 100;
ШС - V1, optimal - V3;
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Salary - 12.5; optimal - ∞; 
Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. 
I select therapy in a chain.
Epiphysis 7 cu + Vipera D400 ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
This index was calculated empirically on a large number of patients. Located in the window "FTC: Delusions" - 

the amount. By the organopreparation, we judge where the main obstacle is, which prevents our energy shell 
from working normally.

I select the drugs as usual, check them according to the control criteria.
More often, drugs with a psychological effect are selected from 12, 13, 14 conferences.

Work with radioactive load (RN)
The radioactive load at this stage is an additional control criterion. I interpret this stage as removing 

sensitivity to all negative influences from the outside.
For example, the initial indicators are as follows. 
Epiphysis - 7 USD BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 100;
SHS - V3, optimal - VI 1; ZP - ∞;

Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. 
I select the therapy on a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + Sulfur D400 ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
Index Sulfur D400 was calculated empirically on a large number of patients. Sulfur D 400 is a highly sensitive 

test for scars, i.e. it is necessary to "smooth out" cicatricial changes at the level of the energy shell. I consider the 
D400 potency as something that the subconscious mind asks to carry out work precisely at the level of the energy 
shell, and not at the physical level, which reacts secondarily to "scar" marks in the subtle bodies.

Having picked up the drug, mentally I work out the regimen (see above), I double-check the correctness of the selection along the 
chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + PH (Chernobyl precipitation D200) ↓ + selected medication ↑.
I interpret it this way: this drug protects the patient from all negative influences at the moment. To strengthen a 

person's bioenergy protection for the future, you need to take the drug for a certain time (how to teach the subconscious 
mind to keep protection automatically).

In addition, I double-check where the patient goes according to the main control criterion - SHS. If it is at the optimum, the 
medication is properly poured. I paint the scheme, appoint the next technique.

Work to align the force fields of the doctor and the patient
Chromium D800 at this stage can serve as an additional control criterion. Located in the window "ART pointers" - 

determination of the force field of the researcher - the force field of the doctor is greater than the force field of the patient.
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 7 USD, BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 100;
ШС - VI-1, optimal - VI-3; ZP - ∞;

Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. 
I select the therapy on a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + Causticum D400 ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
The Causticum D400 Index was calculated empirically on a large number of patients. Causticum D400 is a dominant 

focus, i.e. this body "dictates" the conditions to everyone else.
Having picked up the drug, I check it according to the control criterion - SHS.

The next stage is the identification of head foci and their layering (according to L.B. Makhonkina)
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 7 USD, BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 100;
ShS - VI-3, optimal - VII-1; ZP - ∞;

Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. 
I select the therapy in a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + head foci 11 s. ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
The Guajcum index 12/11 degree (layer) was calculated empirically on a large number of patients. Located in 

the "ART" window "Head foci".
Having picked up the drug, I check it according to the control criterion - SHS.

Harmonization of human polarity
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The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 7 c.u. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 100;
ShS - VII-1, optimal - VII-2; ZP - ∞;

Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. 
I select the therapy in a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + yin-state (or yang-state) ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
The pointer is in the "VRT" window "Human polarity".
I select the drug as usual, check it according to the main control criterion - SHS.

Removal of a very strong degree of vegetative burden
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 7 c.u. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 100;
ShS - VII-2, optimal - VII-4; ZP - ∞;

Morphoscales 23-23-23-23 both. 
I select the therapy in a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + thalamus D4 / Gl D6 5 c.u. ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
The pointer is in the "ART" window "Psychovegetative loads" - a very strong degree of vegetative burden.

I select the drug as usual. I check it according to the main control criterion - AL.

Superconscious work

Work on the restoration of enzyme systems
The initial state of the patient: 
Epiphysis - 7 c.u. BI - 1;
FI - 0;
ST - 100;
SHS - VII-4;
ZP - ∞;
Mofoshkaly 23-23-23-23 both.
Control criterion - Oligopeptide (I define specifically which one). I 
select the therapy in a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + anabolism / catabolism 6 tbsp. ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
The pointer is in the "ART" window "Anabolic and catabolic processes". I select the drug as usual. Checking by 

the control criterion. None of the oligopeptides are usually tested.

Work through Astroprotectors
The initial state is the same (see above).
Control criterion - Astroprotector (I define specifically which one). I 
select the therapy in a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + Indicator of autoimmune processes ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
The pointer is in the "ART" window "Allergy". I select the drug as usual. Checking by the control criterion. 

None of the astroprotectors are usually tested.

Work on acceptance of the surrounding world
The initial state is the same (see above).
Control criterion - Atopic allergy (Large test kit "OTI"). I select the therapy 
in a chain:
Epiphysis 7 cu + allergen (food allergens "OTI") ↓ + OP ↑ + medication ↓.
I display the index in 1 window - "Allergens" "Allergens OTI". I select the drug as usual. Checking by the 

control criterion.

I am working on the further continuation of the algorithm. At the next conference, I will present the next steps of 
therapy.

Table 1
Working at the biophysical level
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Stages / criteria
control

Epiphysis *
OBI*
FI *
STSH *
SHS *
Salary *

HL / AF **
Pointer to the problem

Preparing for therapy
miasms 1-2 levels

Working with miasms
4th level

Work with mycoses

4
3
one
25
I-3
2.5
31 / 19-31 / 19-31 / 19-31 / 
19 Fe met. D60
+ probl. + OP

4
3
one
38
II-3
3
25-25-25-25
Fe met. D60
+ probl. + OP

five
3
one
42
III-1
4
25-23-23-23
Fe met. D60
+ fungi + OP

Drugs more often
applied

Resoplexes, drainages,
psychological training

Vipera D2000
Bach flowers
Psychosocnagr.
drains
1.5-2 months

Working at the biophysical level

RFT
Ready-made preparations

Approximate dates 3-3.5 months 1 session + drainage

* - The optimum parameter is indicated, which should be achieved at this stage (via Cu met. D400).
* * - The scale with the worst parameter is selected.

table 2
Work at the psycho-emotional level

Stages / criteria
control lines

Mental
body

Karmich.
program

Karmic cavity Atmic
cue

level

Restored
magnetic

center

Eliminated.
delusion CDT

Epiphysis *
OBI*
FI *
STSH *
SHS *
Salary *

HL / AF *

five
one
0
fifty

III-2
five
25-23-23-23

five
one
0
70
III-3
6
25-23-23-
23

five
one
0
80
III-4
7
23

7
one
0
86
IV-1
eight

23

7
one
0
90
IV-4
nine
23

7
one
0
100
V-1
12.5
23

Pointer to
probl.

Fe met. D60 + Fe D60 +
bacter. / viruses / parasite.

Ag C52 +
OP

MCP + OP or
Hypothalamus. D800
+ OP
Nosodes (more often in

inversions)

CDT: Delusions
+ CDT:
Localizations
Specimen for examination 12-13-

14 conf.

autoaggression / allergens

The drug is more common

applied
Psychosocloads Medpharma Plants

Aroma
Stones
SDA

Approx. timing Each drug works for 2-3 months
Work on a psycho-emotional level (problems of the Soul)

* - The optimum parameter is indicated, which should be achieved at this stage (via Cu met. D400).

Table 3
Spiritual work
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Stages / Criter.
control

Established

wka salary

at ∞
Vipera
D400

7
one
0

100
V-3
∞
23

Vipera
D400 +
OP

Eliminated.
increase.

feelings. to PH
Chernob.os.

D200
7
one
0

100
VI-1

∞
23

Alignment
force field

patient
Chrom D800

Eliminated.
head

foci

Harmony
zation

polarity
ti yin / yang

Withdrawal

vegetative
weighed down.

Thalamus
D4 $ 5

7
one
0

100
VII-4

∞
23

Thalamus
D4 $ 5 +
OP

Epiphysis
OBI
FI
STSH
SHS *
Salary *

HL / AF
Indicate. on the

problem

7
one
0

100
VI-3

∞
23

Causticum D400 + OP Or 
Sulfur D400 + OP

7
one
0

100
VII-1

∞
23

Head
foci 11 s.
+ OP

7
one
0

100
VII-2

∞
23

Polar
ness
Yin / Yang +
OP

A drug
more often applied.

Approx.
timing

Psychological drugs -
Guna, Rostock, Rubimed, aromatherapy, Fateology, etc. 
2-3 months. 3-4 months each drug

Spiritual work
* - The optimum parameter is indicated, which should be achieved at this stage (via Cu met. D400).

Table 4
Work at a level above consciousness

Recovery
enzyme systems
Oligopeptides
Anabolism 6 tbsp. 
catabolism 6 tbsp.

Finding your place in the 
astral field of the Earth
Astroprotectors

Adoption
the surrounding world
Atopic allergyControl criterion

Pointer to
problem
Drugs more often
applied
Approximate dates

Indicator of autoimmune food allergens OTI 
processes

Psychological drugs - Rostock, Rubimed, Guna, aromatherapy, etc.

5-6 months

Superconscious work
6-7 months 7 months

The approximate dates are indicated for today. In the past few months, there has been a reduction in the 
stages in time.

Addresses of pointers for sequential therapy according to G.Yu. Andreichenko in the selector "IMEDIS"

Pointers for step-by-step drug selection:
1. Epiphysis - "ART amplifiers" window.
2. BI, FI - "Indices" window.
3. STSH - Lists of medicines - Shraibman's drugs.
4. SHS - Lists of medicines - Shraibman's drugs.
5. Morphoscales: Hecla Lava - "ART" window "Morphology" - biosynthetic processes on the intercellular

level. Acidum Fluoricum - "ART" window "Morphology" - biosynthetic processes at the cellular level.
6. Ferrum met. D60 - "ART" window "Minimum test set" - "effective medication".
7. Miasm - "ART" window "Schimmel test set" - miasms - determination of the dominant miasm.
8. Intox 2-3 - "VRT" window "Minimum test set".
9. Pointers to the problem (viruses, bacteria, fungi, free radicals, auto-aggression, allergic

inflammation) - in the same place.

10. OP - "Organopreparations" window (for CDT: Localizations).
11. Argentum nitr. С52 - window "VRT" "Adaptation reserves" - restoration and accumulation of used permission (with

resolution) of psychological problems.
12. Cuprum metal. D400 - the optimal step - in the same place.
13. RN precipitation - in the same place - radioactive load - Chernobyl precipitation D200.
14. Chromium D800 - ibid - determination of the force field of the researcher - the force field of the doctor is greater than the force field

patient fields.
15. Meridians - in the same place - FM meridian chords and MCP - meridians.
16. Hypothalamus D800 - in the same place - psycho-vegetative loads - a violation between the psyche, endocrine

system and the outside world.
17. Vipera D400 - window “Delusions of FTC”, folder “Amount of Delusions”.
18. Causticum D400 - "VRT" window - "Focal load" folder - dominant center or interference field.
19. Sulfur D400 - "ART" window - "Cicatricial interference fields" folder - highly sensitive test of cicatricial

interference fields.
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20. Head foci 11 p. - "VRT" window - "Head foci" folder.
21. Polarity (yin-state, yang-state) - "ART" window - "Human polarity".
22. Thalamus D4 / Gl D6 5 conventional units. - "VRT" window - "Psychovegetative loads" folder - very strong

the degree of vegetative burden.
23. Oligopeptides - Lists of medicines - the rest.
24. Anabolic, catabolic processes - "ART" window.
25. Astroprotectors - Lists of medicines - others - life sciences and SDA.
26. Atopic allergy - Lists of medicines - 15 conference drugs - Large test kit

"OTI" - diagnosis, choice of therapy - autoimmune diseases - allergic and autoimmune diseases.

27. Allergens "OTI".
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